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About Me

Brian Gordon - 20 years in Education

14 years in Business and Industry



Getting to know you

How many teachers?  What subjects?

Any guidance counselors?

Others?



Boom Goes The 
STEM Jobs!

Energy
Utilities

ManufacturingAccording to a 
PricewaterhouseCoopers 

study,
high rates of shale gas

recovery could result in a 
million

new U.S. manufacturing jobs
by 2025.



But.....

• Close the Skills Gap! Take Action Now!
• 82% of manufacturers report a moderate or serious shortage 

in skilled production workers.
• 75% of manufacturers say the skill shortage has negatively 

impacted their ability to expand.
• 600,000 jobs in manufacturing are unfilled today because 

employers can’t find workers with the right skills.

From the National Association for Manufacturing web site 
-



In an effort to address the “skills gap” 
which has existed for some time,

most states have naturally mandated more math 
courses be taken in high school.

Well intentioned, yes......... Has it worked out? Let’s take a 
look.



National Assessment of Educational Progress



Loveland, CO results



Quality, Brain Friendly, Instructional Delivery
Some Terms We Will Use and Concepts to keep in Mind

Blooms and Quadrant D Learning

Where does our most important test fall on here?



Daggett’s Quadrant D is “Creating”



How do our Math
teachers do at creating high

level assessments?

This begs the question:



Apparently, they need some help.



Finish this sentence

If you wanted to create an education environment that was 
directly opposed to what the brain was good at doing, you 

probably would design something like a ......... 
- John Medina



Common Sense and Brain 
Research tell us

We learn through experiences!



CTE provides authentic 
Which is more meaningful?



Bringing it Back to 
Illinois

Illinois math scores 
are as stagnant as 

the NAEP



Business must Adapt or Die -- 
Is lecture based education in our schools in trouble?



• Relationship and motivation are by far the most 
important things we have to offer them.

If they are self motivated, our best and  brightest 
students no longer need us for content knowledge.  
The information is out there for them.  The art of 
teaching is reaching those students that have 
difficulty in learning and applying knowledge.



Peoria, Illinois Example
Construction Work Based Learning - Tests administered 9/09 & 12/14

Students Reading Scores - 9.39 - 10.20  + .81

Computational Math -  9.01 - 9.14   + .13

Applied Math - 11.15 - 11.23   + .08
However, When you look at those students that came in 

below 9th grade level in these math categories

Computational Math  -  +1.15 Applied Math  -   + 1.33

After 3 months in a Contextualized Environment



“All In” examples

• Back-to-back co-taught courses

• Geometry In Construction

• Geometry In CAD

• Algebra in Automotive



Loveland Revisited
Tom Moore (The MATH teacher) realized a need 
to change.

How much attention was paid to aligning curriculum to 
standards when they designed this course?

0 - That is Zero
They set out to provide quality instructional 
delivery.

A Geometry In Construction concept 
“adopter”



Wawasee H.S. - 
Syracuse, IN



Exiting the Box

• During my visit to Syracuse, the teachers 
lamented they only offered one section of 
Geometry In Construction.

• Later in the morning, they shared with me 
that all of their Geometry courses gave 
common assessments.  They shared that in 
spite of their students coming in with lower 
overall GPAs, the GIC students scored an 



Why is it important for us to pay 
attention to these success stories?

Why do we insist on “doing it the way we always have” or 
mandate more of the same we know does not work?

We would  suggest this has something to do with it.......



Change is coming...  PARCC - Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for 
College and Careers

Designed to test in Quadrant D -
Although, Not Everyone Will Think It is Good News



A new PARCC sample



PARCC Samples

• Your thoughts?



It’s your turn to see how this works



Contextualized 
Examples

• Integrated Lessons in CTE - 5 lessons per 
semester impacts standardized test scores -
NRCCTE, University of Louisville

Teaching Math across the content area - Turning on the Light Bulb



Linear, Quadratic, and 
Exponential Models

• Let’s get excited!

Who in here is comfortable with this topic?



Time Value of Money

• This is a little easier for most of us to get 
excited about!

• Why?  Most of us are interested in money.  It is 

This IS Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential modeling! 



“Contextualized Math”

This Works In Ag, or a variety of business courses

This language, however, is foreign to CTE 
(and quite frankly the work force)







It can go to a much higher level...



But does it really need to?

Our employers are seeing a skills “gap.”

Knowing this, why are we not identifying 
those skills and addressing the need?



What would industry do with this guy?

From the Book: F In Exams by Richard Benson

He might just the guy they are looking for!



Operations Practice Test Question 
from a Fortune 200 Company

Where, if anywhere, do we find this in our schools?

K-12.MP.4 - Model with Math - Usually Associated with things Beyond College Ready
Honestly you would be hard pressed to find a Math “Content” Standard which looks at this

ELA CC.11-12.R.ST.7  (Reading in Science and Tech)



Graphic Math - Operator Exam Prep
Source: Fortune 200 Company on-line exam prep

CC 2.MD.5







Spreadsheets in your Business Classrooms Can be
Meaningful, Relevant, & FUN!





Common Core Math, Reading, 
and CTE is embedded!



This could easily be adapted towards something 
other than NHL statistics.  Students could choose 

from a menu of topics to track while learning Excel 
and reinforcing these standards.



You can Have Fun and 
Learn Math



Sequential Thinking
Ratios and Proportions
Following Instructions

Not to 
mention the 

science behind 
the cooking 

process.



Any Math in Julian Beever’s Work?



Q&A

Questions?

Brian Gordon
(815) 727-2714
brian.gordon@jjc.edu

Do your math students possess the mathematical skills 
necessary to enter the work force?


